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Healthcare Communication on Twitter 

• Health communication studies suggest that a well-crafted balance of

words, numbers, images and other illustrations can improve

comprehension.

• Communicating healthcare messages on Twitter is not as easy as it

seems to be because 140 characters are sometimes insufficient to

make a point on healthcare related topics.

• The solution often involves two options:

• (1) Use a hyperlink to direct the audience to the targeted webpage

where more space is available for campaigners to operate, or

• (2) Use image(s) and/or video to enhance the information content.



Visualization of Data Stream

Is there a way (tool) to visualize the data stream

of these tweets which contain the same hashtag?

So that we can make intuitive comparison of

different collections of tweets and gain insights

about healthcare communication on Twitter.



Information Theory and Entropy

In Claude Shannon’s information theory, entropy was defined as the

amount of information which was calculated by the logarithm of

(1) the effective number of microstates of a closed system, or

(2) the effective number of possible values of a random variable.

For a sequence of symbols, the set of probabilities could be represented

as P1, … Pn, and the entropy of this sequence was calculated by the

equation below where H refers to the measure of information and

uncertainty, or average surprise.

= p(x1) × log2 p(x1) + …+ p(xn) × log2 p(xn)



Granular Components of a Tweet

• Composing a tweet on the Twitter

platform involves a choice of

combining different components,

such as photos, video clips, the

@username “mention” function,

hashtags, hyperlinks, and up to

140 characters of text.

• Granularity: 
letter < word < component < tweet



Example: Color Coding Scheme

RT @jmk37: #Healthcare CIO: #cloud, user education and #threat intel will shape the future of #cybersecurity. https://t.co/F8ASgKdjWr

RT @FortinetHealth: #Healthcare Providers Must Spend More on #Cybersecurity Readiness @HealthITNews  https://t.co/3mVXgfHPBB #InfoSec https…

RT @FortinetHealth: #Healthcare Providers Must Spend More on #Cybersecurity Readiness @HealthITNews  https://t.co/3mVXgfHPBB #InfoSec https…

Active Market for #Healthcare Records Looms As Newest #Cyber Threat https://t.co/BlSMI3FKi0 #cybersecurity #ransomware

One of the biggests #cybersecurity risks plaguing the #healthcare industry is internal parties. https://t.co/NNCBPQXLw7

RT @NCI_Excelsior: One of the biggests #cybersecurity risks plaguing the #healthcare industry is internal parties. https://t.co/NNCBPQXLw7

OCR Ransomware Guidance Issued: Ransomware Attacks Are Reportable Breaches:  https://t.co/O9y3v45LFQ : #HIPAA #healthcare #cybersecurity

RT @HIPAAJournal: OCR Ransomware Guidance Issued: Ransomware Attacks Are Reportable Breaches:  https://t.co/O9y3v45LFQ : #HIPAA #healthcare…

3 trends shaping the future of #cybersecurity: https://t.co/fPJUXjYOrF #Healthcare

Attackers Target Health Care Firms, Steal 600K Records https://t.co/zjr20Ix89x #cybersecurity #healthcare #infosec https://t.co/dYi79XXEld

What's the #1 #ransomware target? #Healthcare Industry https://t.co/k3pqx84hkH #CyberSecurity https://t.co/6jEYqPhInV

Active market for #healthcare records looms as newest cyber threat: https://t.co/U2Q9LI22BM (@infomgmt) #cybersecurity

How #RFID Chips can improve #hospital &amp; #healthcare #cybersecurity https://t.co/fP61Jc3ocX

How a software approach could boost security https://t.co/AsAoWQJtbD #Healthcare #HealthIT #PatientData #Cybersecurity

RT @kennethholley: Your Health Data Is At Risk https://t.co/fNkc7Zg4nw #cybersecurity #infosec #healthcare

RT @Slabodkin: OCR’s #HIPAA guidance on #ransomware puts pressure on #healthcare providers https://t.co/pViT9qKvlX #cybersecurity #hackers…

How can #healthcare cos improve #cybersecurity? @cbz's @ConsoliTony says to get employees involved: https://t.co/VhAzGfc5Ye @ADVANCEforHIM

How can #healthcare cos improve #cybersecurity? @cbz's @ConsoliTony says to get employees involved: https://t.co/VhAzGfc5Ye @ADVANCEforHIM

How can #healthcare cos improve #cybersecurity? @cbz's @ConsoliTony says to get employees involved: https://t.co/VhAzGfc5Ye @ADVANCEforHIM

RT @cybersecboardrm: Attackers Steal 600K Records From Health Care Firms #cybersecurity #healthcare https://t.co/qAVoT8cVXS https://t.co/XG…



Data Collection and Preparation

medical-terminology hashtags versus corresponding general-public hashtags



Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

1. Only English tweets.

2. Must contain the investigated hashtag(s).

3. No duplicate tweets in each sample.

4. Does not contain video or gif image.

5. Does not contain emoji and/or special characters.



H(x) Matrix and Equations

 

Hashtag(s) Hyperlink @username(s) Unused Space Semantic Text Red Color Green Color Blue Color H(x)

Tweet 1 P(xi) × log2 P(xi) P(xj) × log2 P(xj) P(xk) × log2 P(xk) P(xl) × log2 P(xl) P(xm) × log2 P(xm) P(xn-r) × log2 P(xn-r) P(xn-g) × log2 P(xn-g) P(xn-b) × log2 P(xn-b) H'(tweet-1)

Tweet 2 P(xi) × log2 P(xi) No P(xk) × log2 P(xk) No P(xm) × log2 P(xm) No H'(tweet-2)

Tweet 3 P(xi) × log2 P(xi) P(xj) × log2 P(xj) No P(xl) × log2 P(xl) P(xm) × log2 P(xm) P(xn-r) × log2 P(xn-r) P(xn-g) × log2 P(xn-g) P(xn-b) × log2 P(xn-b) H'(tweet-3)

… … … … … … … …

Tweet n P(xi) × log2 P(xi) P(xj) × log2 P(xj) No P(xl) × log2 P(xl) P(xm) × log2 P(xm) No H'(tweet-n)

H'(red) H'(green) H'(blue)

The Text-based Content of a Tweet The Image Conponent in a Tweet

SUM(tweets) H'(#hashtag) H'(hyperlink) H'(@username) H'(space) H'(text)
H'(image)

H(trail)



H(x) Matrix Calculation



Combined Radar Graphs of #glucose versus #bloodsugar



Combined Radar Graphs of 

#hypertension versus #bloodpressure



Synthetic Entropy Value of a Tweet in a Trail

 

Hashtag(s) Hyperlink @username(s) Unused Space Semantic Text Red Color Green Color Blue Color H(x)

Tweet 1 P(xi) × log2 P(xi) P(xj) × log2 P(xj) P(xk) × log2 P(xk) P(xl) × log2 P(xl) P(xm) × log2 P(xm) P(xn-r) × log2 P(xn-r) P(xn-g) × log2 P(xn-g) P(xn-b) × log2 P(xn-b) H'(tweet-1)

Tweet 2 P(xi) × log2 P(xi) No P(xk) × log2 P(xk) No P(xm) × log2 P(xm) No H'(tweet-2)

Tweet 3 P(xi) × log2 P(xi) P(xj) × log2 P(xj) No P(xl) × log2 P(xl) P(xm) × log2 P(xm) P(xn-r) × log2 P(xn-r) P(xn-g) × log2 P(xn-g) P(xn-b) × log2 P(xn-b) H'(tweet-3)

… … … … … … … …

Tweet n P(xi) × log2 P(xi) P(xj) × log2 P(xj) No P(xl) × log2 P(xl) P(xm) × log2 P(xm) No H'(tweet-n)

H'(red) H'(green) H'(blue)

The Text-based Content of a Tweet The Image Conponent in a Tweet

SUM(tweets) H'(#hashtag) H'(hyperlink) H'(@username) H'(space) H'(text)
H'(image)

H(trail)

H apostrophe



Scatter Graphs of #glucose and #bloodsugar 

Tweet-trails from 02-13 to 02-22-2017



Scatter Graphs of #hypertension and #bloodpressure 

Tweet-trails from 02-11 to 02-12-2017



Captures of Tweets in #glucose and #bloodsugar Trail 

Distributed along with their Timestamps 



Distribution of Individual Tweet 

by its Synthetic Entropic Value



Conclusion

• This study introduces the H(x) matrix which extends the classical 

entropy calculation to a multi-dimensional matrix for structural 

analysis of collections of tweets. This methodological tool can be 

used together with profile analysis of Twitter users and content 

analysis of tweets to provide a holistic picture of Twitter data stream.

• Both radar graph and scatter plot are intuitive demonstrations to 

illustrate the typical components of a collection of tweets, providing 

insights in tweet-composition styles in the context of health 

communication. The radar graph and scatter graphs work together 

to provide more insights when two collections of tweets have similar 

data structures.
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